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The events of September 11th marked a turning point in the popular view 
of Saudi Arabia in the West. Many were shocked to learn that fifteen of the 
nineteen hijackers were of Saudi origin, a fact that contrasted sharply with the 
perception of the Saudis as the West's most loyal allies in the Middle East. A 

number of journalists began to question the relationship between Washington 
and Riyadh, and some expressed doubts over the long-term viability of King 
Fahd's regime.1 Press reports depicted a corrupt ruling Saudi elite struggling 
to maintain power over an increasingly radicalized populace. The implication 
was that revolutionary social and political upheaval in Saudi Arabia could not 
be ruled out or might even be likely, a development that Western policymakers 
had previously failed to grasp. 

In reality, this portrayal of Saudi Arabia ignores well-established trends in 
Saudi politics, and predictions of impending doom for the Saud ruling family 
are premature and largely unjustified. Saudi Arabia has continually faced con
tradictory pressures and objectives in both its domestic and foreign policies, 
especially in the last two decades. Historical analysis will highlight the adroit 
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ability of the royal family to reconcile these conflicting forces and ensure its 
own political survival. Even in the aftermath of the September 11th terrorist 
attacks, the Saudis have managed to maintain a delicate balance between their 
need to preserve Western relationships and their desire to remain a leader in 
the Islamic world . . Thus, relative continuity and deliberate change, rather than 
dramatic domestic turmoil or political revolution, are likely to characterize the 
future Saudi political environment. 

The Analytical Framework 

Despite the complexity of Saudi Arabia's domestic political and socio-eco
nomic conditions, the ruling structure of the kingdom is solid and mature. The 
recent outpouring of news regarding Saudi affairs portrays a political land
scape rife with contradiction, fraught with turmoil, and dominated by an elite 
perpetually embroiled in power struggles. Indeed, internal contradictions and 
instability have persisted for decades; and the 1990's brought some of the most 
tumultuous challenges to the House of Saud. However, the contradictions within 
the kingdom are not the result of weak governance nor are• .. they the signs of a 
collapsing regime. Hardly the result of poor political strategy, these contradic
tory qualities are often the result of intentional measures, which have thus far 
proven necessary and sufficient to ensure the survival of the monarchy. In this 
sense, these apparent contradictions are more a product of analytical perspec
tive rather than of weak governance. 

An analytical framework to assess the sources of tension and instability 
within the regime must take into account the unique nature of the Saudi state, 
both its political structures and economic base. One must examine the founda
tion of material power and political legitimacy on which the House of Saud has 
built its kingdom. That Saudi Arabia is a rentier state, founded and main
tained by the revenues of its oil production, is as important as the nature of the 
absolute monarchy. Moreover, the sources of Saudi power include material 
wealth and religious ideology, both of which employ internal and external sources 
of legitimacy. The analytical framework offered in this paper portrays a Saudi 
state that rests firmly on four pillars of support: (i) the absolute monarchial 
system of rule (ii) Islam, both as a source of legitimacy and influence (iii) oil, 
through its monetary, strategic and political value and (iv) reciprocal friend
ships with Western governments. Indeed, the nature of the Saudi paradox is 
such that each of these pillars gives rise to opposing forces, which act to erode 
the power of the regime. Thus, the very source of Saudi power serves as the 
cradle of instability and tension. 

The Saudi kingdom uses a double-edged sword of appeasement and re
pression to assure its survival amidst countless competing claims on its legiti
macy and power. Resultantly, the House of Saud has thoroughly penetrated its 
complex and divided society; it is a house divided, but with its power firmly 
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entrenched. Through the royals' adroit political management, Saudi Arabia's 
evolution has exhibited more continuity than change. 

Rulers of the Kingdon: The House of Saud 

The structure of the Saudi governing apparatus offers insight into the 
elaborate design of the monarchy's control. While much has been written about 
the factions within the inner circle (the Saudayri Seven) and their competing 
political views, the reign of the House of Saud has exhibited remarkable stabil
ity.2 Indeed, after the 1975 assassination of King Faysal by his own nephew, 
the grandson of King Ibn Saud, family politics achieved an equilibrium. The 
balance has served to appease factions within the ruling elite and ha.s effec
tively, although in a limited fashion, represented the competing interests of the 
Saudi subjects. When faced with domestic unrest, the Saudi elite took concrete 
measures to incorporate the interests of diverse factions within their popula
tion. The political system is far from representative, but in an ad hoc manner it 
is somewhat responsive to popular demands. 

Notably, it is the institutional structure of Saudi rule that provides the 
apparatus for absolutist rule. The King and ruling princes have full jurisdiction 
over Saudi Arabia's thirteen provinces through the interpretation and enforce
ment of sharia, the Islamic law. The monarchy has few institutional checks on 
its power. The Basic Law (Saudi Arabia's closest approximation to a constitu
tion) simply delineates the powers of the king and incorporates the rules gf 
succession. A Council of Ministers acts as a pseudo-legislative and executive 
body, its members appointed by the King, and its power only to vetoi royal 
decisions within thirty days of their announcement. The ninety-member Majlis 
al-Shura, the Consultative Council, simply a board of professional, religious 
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and academic advisors, provides the House of Saud a "finger on the pulse" of 
Saudi society. The Council of Ministers and the Majlis al-Shura strictly serve 
as instruments of the Saudi ruling class, rather than as opposing political 
bodies. However, members of these two bodies, though appointed and sanc

tioned by the King, have on occasion offered channels for dissenting voices on 
status quo policies.3 The thirteen regional provinces are headed by royally ap
pointed governors, of which a large proportion comprises local tribe leaders or 
members of prominent business families. In this way, as often is the case in oil 
monarchies, political offices are a currency with which to reward cooperation 
and to buy-off potential opposition. 4 Furthermore, the system of governance 
by royal appointees allows for a stable and fluid apparatus of power: when 
dissention arises, old appointees can be made scapegoats and deposed, and 
new officials can be quickly nominated. 

In absolutist states, royal succession offers a ripe moment for tumult, 
conspiracy or coup. Yet the most recent transition of Saudi power proved to be 

an effective one: the result of a skillful counterbalance of political interests. 
Amid worsening economic conditions, King Fahd assumed the throne in 1982. 
Fahd would serve as king and prime minister with two chief deputies at his 
side: Fahd's half-brother, Prince Abdullah, as the crown prince and deputy 

prime minister; and a full brother, Prince Sultan (already the head of the army 
and air force) with the position of second deputy prime minister. Prince Sultan 
has always been a friendly face to the West, particularly to the United States, 

in his role of an interlocutor with American political military officials. The dec
laration of Abdullah as crown prince, despite the fact that his family faction 
opposed Fahd, was a calculated political move to appease familial opposition 
and to integrate Abdullah's reformist views into Saudi politics.5 The 1992 Ba
sic Law would codify Abdullah's position as heir to the throne; by 1997, in light 

of Fahd's serious illness, Abdullah became the de facto ruler of the Kingdom. 
During the tumult of the 1990's, with the economy in steep decline and foreign 
troops on Saudi soil, Prince Abdullah's pro-Arab views and reformist platform 
served as a source of popular legitimacy for the ruling family. Abdullah spoke 
out against corrupt family practices, called for greater Saudi influence in Arab 

affairs, and pushed for fiscal reforms, such as the 20 percent reduction of 
government spending on salaries and personal expenses. Fahd's ruling strat

egy has been to use political posts, and indeed the seat of the throne, to achieve 

internal checks on power and hence a balanced, entrenched system of rule. 

The triumvirate of Fahd, Abdullah and Sultan is merely the tip of the 

iceberg of the Saudis' elaborate political system. Beneath these three are princes, 

officials and governors selected for their contribution to the legitimacy and 

stability of the royal kingdom as well as their ability to manage key royal rela

tionships. Indeed Princes Bandar, Turki and Nayaf can be seen as an internal 
check on the limits of Prince Abdullah's power. They are ideologically quite 

distant from Abdullah's reformist views, and these inner-circle elites have a 

wide degree of latitude in how they choose to carry out political relations. 
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Perhaps, the most notable Saudi elite relationship was that between Prince 
Turki al Faisal and Osama bin Laden. Certainly, this relationship illustrates 
the risks of cronyist politics. Prince Turki al-Faisal when he was the head of 
Saudi intelligence was responsible for the management of the regime's rela
tions with the now infamous terrorist and archenemy of the Saudi kingdom. 
After years of close ties between the Saudi princes and bin Laden, it was Turki 
who assumed the task of negotiating with his former protege to cease his cam
paign against the Saudi kingdom.6 What was once a cherished elite relation-
ship is now once of the kingdom's largest liabilities. 

/ 

Despite the failure of the bin Laden relationship, the intricately networked 
power structure of the House of Saud gives it a solid foundation with which to 
cope with internal oppositional forces. The family has internalized and used 
family factions as an arbitration mechanism, which (although not democratic) 
is, in a limited but sufficient capacity, representative of splits within the popu
lace. It is an absolutist rule accented with informal trimmings of republican 
governance. 

Islam: Rose and Thorn 

Islam forms the cornerstone of Saudi society. The fact that the Saudi 
kingdom serves as the guardian of the two holy places, Mecca and Medina, 
provides legitimacy for the Saudi monarchy. Arabia is the birthplace of Islam, 
and to this day Mecca is considered the holiest city in the Muslim world, the 
place to which millions of believers set out on the Hajj (pilgrimage) every year. 
The Saud family uses Islam to legitimize its management of internal affairs as 
well as the country's global role as an Islamic leader. 

Politics and religion are intended to be one and the same considering that 
Saudi Arabia's strict interpretation of Islam, known as Wahhabism, is the offi
cial state religion. The Saudi legal code and quasi-constitution, the Basic Law, 
is based on sharia (Islamic Law): the Ulema and a force of religious police, the 
mutawaeen, enforce the interpretation and implementation of this social and 
legal code. The establishment of such principals is imposed autocratically: The 
state-controlled education, media and law enforcement strengthen monarchial 
power. 

The salience of religion in Saudi Arabia and the House of Saud's monopoly 
on its interpretation have profound consequences for the stability of Saudi 
politics. The inseparability of Islam from public life provides the basis for social 
cohesion and monarchial legitimacy as well as the foundation for political op
position. Indeed, the House of Saud's role as the guardian of the religion inher
ently gives rise to internal challenges against their authority to interpret Islam. 
Domestic political opposition takes two forms: liberal opposition against the 

heavy-handed manner in which the Saudi state enforces Islam; and the reli
gious conservative opposition, which calls for stricter interpretations of 
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Wahhabism and generally opposes political relations with the West. A third 
source of potential internal instability is the Shiite religious minority, esti
mated at 5-10 percent of the population and located largely in the strategic oil
rich Eastern province. 

Facing such a diverse social spectrum, the monarchy has to counter
balance a great variety of competing claims. The Saudi monarchy's strategy 
must have two objectives: to maintain the credibility of devout Islam, yet to 
safeguard it from irredentist fundamentalism; to constrain or obstruct minor
ity claims, but also to avert minority uprisings. Ultimately the strategy works 
to prevent any devolution of the monarchy's control, which demands austere 
political management, repression and, when necessary, conciliatory deal mak
ing. The state-controlled media and education system affords overwhelming 
influence to the royals; their control of centralized economy and welfare state 
allows for the exchange of political favors, business contracts and social wel
fare benefits for political quietude.7 From the monarchy's perspective, the cal
culated mix of appeasement and repression is the necessary response of auto
cratic governance. Despite vast political change increasing unrest in 1990s, 
the strategy remains effective. 

The greatest threat to the House of Saud is social unrest from religious 
conservative or minority groups. It is far easier to manage the claims of the 
professional classes,. due to the monarchy's centralized control of industry and 
their close ties to the business community. Indeed, the House of Saud has 
strong incentives to establish good relations with the business classes. First, 
the centrality of Islam in social and political life results in coherent and power
ful religious groups, which can pose serious challenges to the ruling authority. 
Second, groups of Islamic extremists or minority populations, such as the Shiite 
Muslims, have only loose ties to the ruling class and little leverage. Hence, 
monarchial relations with these groups tend to be more arbitrary. More often 
than not the preferred tactic is to repress Shiite religious practices and make 
sporadic arrests of religious leaders. The Saudis tried to bargain with exiled 
Shiite leaders in 1993, offering greater civil liberties to the minority group in 
exchange for a halt to resistance activities, yet the Saudis never put their full 
force behind the agreement, and by 1996 the Shiite community considered the 
deal null and void. 8 

From a historical perspective, Islam has also been a key component of 
Saudi Arabia's international power. The promotion of Islamic values and an 
emphasis on the Arabian Peninsula as the birthplace of the religion have long 
been hallmarks of Saudi foreign policy. However, the use of religious values to 
legitimize political power has often been problematic. The Islamic banner has 
undeniably served to justify Saudi regional and international leadership, yet it 
has historically limited diplomatic freedom of maneuver. Emphasis on Islam 
has made cooperation more difficult with states that favored a pan-Arab, as 
opposed to a pan-Islamic, approach to international problems. Moreover, the 
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religious justification of Saudi power has made the regime vulnerable to rivals 
claiming to represent a "purer" embodiment of the Islamic faith. 

Islam functioned as a polarizing element for the Saudis during the reign of 
Nasser in Egypt. The emergence of ethnically oriented pan-Arabism began to 
threaten the relative geopolitical isolation that the Saudis had previously en
joyed. Although they reached an initial accommodation with Nasser, the Sau
dis shared neither his radical view of pan-Arabism nor his visceral opposition 
to the West. 9 The Saudi kingdom, while trying to maintain a t1actical position 
within the scope of Arab nationalist thought, favored a more moderate view 
that respected the sovereignty and political differences of individual Arab states. 
The Saudis ultimately saw Islam, not Arabism, as the unifying element of the 
Middle Eastern states, and this view brought them into conflict with Egypt, 
Iraq, Libya, and Syria. Riyadh became increasingly concerned over alleged Egyp
tian involvement in military coups in Iraq (1958) and Libya (1969), a fear that 
was realized when Egypt sent an expeditionary force to fight against the Saudi
allied monarchy in Yemen after civil war broke out in 1963.10 At this point, 
Islam represented a liability for the Saudis as well as an asset.11 While serving 
to improve relations with some Middle Eastern states, the Saudi emphasis on 

Islam tended to highlight the differences between Saudi Arabia and the Egyp
tian-led Arab coalition. 

The 1967 Arab-Israeli War marked a turning point for both the political 
appeal of Islam and the Saudi role in the Middle East. The Israeli victory and 
occupation of Egyptian, Jordanian, and Syrian territory discredited pan-Ara
bic nationalism, and the ideology's main proponent, Egypt, was economically 
devastated by the war. Egypt quickly withdrew support from North Yemen and 
dropped its vocal condemnation of the Saud leadership. Over the next few 
years, Egypt would become dependent on financial assistance from the oil
exporting states in the Middle East. After Sadat, a devout Muslim, became 
president of Egypt in 1970, economic and political ties between Riyadh and 
Cairo improved rapidly.12 

As the ideology-driven opposition of Egypt vanished, a window of opportu
nity emerged for a new regional power to fill the political vacuum. The Saudis 
took modest steps in this direction and began to project a more distinctively 
Islamic orientation in their foreign policy. King Faisal initially used subtle means 
to assert that Islam, not a vague notion of Arabism, should be the basis of 

Middle Eastern cooperation. Saudi Arabia used its newfound wealth more overtly 

to propagate its message aims after oil revenues exploded in the wake of the 
Yorn Kippur War. Saudi annual foreign aid increased from $335. million in 

1973 to $2.8 billion in 1976, a figure that represented 7 percent of totaLSaudi 

GNP.13 However, nearly all of this aid (96 percent in 1976) was provided to 

Muslim countries in an effort to strengthen the image of Saudi Arabia as the 
guardian of Islamic faith. 
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Just as the Saudis were consolidating their political influence, Iran emerged 

as a challenger for the claim of Islamic leadership and demonstrated the vul

nerability of the Saud regime to radical Islamic criticism. Islamic beliefs, which 

had previously legitimized Saudi power, suddenly represented a potential threat. 

The Iranian Revolution of 1979 produced a theocratic government that differed 

from Riyadh in both its Shi'a roots and the radical nature of its philosophy. 
Some Iranian leaders characterized all monarchies as "un-Islamic" and called 
for their immediate overthrow. This rhetoric, combined with the presence of 
the sizable Shi'a minority in the oil-reach Eastern provinces of Saudi Arabia, 

represented an element of potential domestic vulnerability. The destabilizing 

effects of the revolution became apparent as Sunni extremists seized the Grand 

Mosque of Mecca in November 1979. The inability of the Saudi government to 
regain control of the landmark for 10 days cast doubts on its self-proclaimed 
role as the guardian of the holy sites of Islam. 

Saudi concerns about Iranian attempts to "export Islamic revolution" af
fected bilateral relations for the next decade. A diplomatic debate over the number 
of Iranian pilgrims allowed to make the annual Hajj to Mecca became a full
fledged confrontation as Tehran insisted that pilgrims had areligious right and 
obligation to engage in political demonstrations. The Saudis, who believed that 
such political behavior violated the spiritual significance of the Hajj, sought to 
confine the demonstrations to isolated areas. The confrontation reached a cli
max in 1987 as Saudi security forces tried to quell an unauthorized demon
stration in Mecca; more than 400 pilgrims were ultimately killed, two-thirds of 
whom were Iranian. In response, angry crowds in Tehran attacked the Saudi 
embassy and detained and beat several Saudi diplomats (including one who 
subsequently died from his injuries). Saudi officials pointed to other events 
throughout the decade as evidence of Iranian attempts to infiltrate and desta
bilize the Saudi state.14 In sum, these developments highlighted the dual role 
of Islam as both a legitimizing and destabilizing element of Saudi power. 

Oil: Power and Dependence 

The modern history of the Arabian Peninsula speaks to the power of petrol. 
Oil is the blood of the Saudi kingdom, and the domestic implications of Saudi 
Arabia's dependence on this single resource are far reaching. At the interna
tional level, the newfound importance of petroleum in the late 1960s and early 
1970s transformed the Saudi kingdom into a major political power. Annual oil 
revenues rose from approximately $1 billion in 1964 to a high of $102 billion in 
1981.15 Today, Saudi Arabia accounts for approximately 12 percent of global 
oil production and has an estimated 25 percent of worldwide reserves. Yet 
dependence on oil poses distinct problems for Saudi Arabia. Oil rents have 
profoundly influenced the Saudi political structure, and volatile oil prices con
tinue to result in significant economic fluctuations. On a subtler note, oil wealth 
has had a powerful sociological effect on an entire Saudi generation that has 
enjoyed the benefits of instant prosperity. As oil prices and production have 
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declined, the disparity between the stereotypical image of Saudi wealth and a 
less opulent reality continues to widen. 

The Saudi kingdom is built on the wealth of oil. The political structure, as 
well as the very nature of political bargaining within the kingdom, depends on 
Saudi Arabia's precious natural resource. The state is the quintessential ex
ample of a petro-state, a state whose very existence derives from the produc
tion and sale of oil.16 Not only does oil account for the bulk of the national 
economy (production amounts to 35 percent of GDP); it also has grave implica
tions for fiscal management. On average 75 percent of annual government 
revenues come from oil sales; hence, the ability to pay down government defi
cits depends on the highly volatile price of oil.17 That state money comes from 
oil sales abroad, and not from domestic taxation, severely limits interdepen
dencies between the population and the ruling elite. This represents one of the 
key features of a rentier state (otherwise known as a petro-state).18 Further
more, the massive capital and infrastructure requirements of oil extraction 
have afforded the Saudi rulers complete control over the management of its 
domestic economy. Since the oil fields are state owned and state managed, the 
royals wholly negotiate all foreign contracts and sub-contracts for joint ven
tures. Dependency .on external groups, or domestic interests, is thus easily 
minimized. Hundreds of thousands of foreign workers are imported from Yemen, 
Oman, UAE, and Muslim states in Asia, affording the royals a near-complete 
discretion over their workforce. Non-nationals, who have no legal rights or 
recourse, comprise over half of the economy's workforce. 

The great prosperity that oil brought to the kingdom in the 1970s and 
early 1980s sparked sweeping socioeconomic changes. Oil wealth allowed for 
the modernization of Saudi Arabia, and although this modernization effort was 
largely directed by the royals' staged modernization plans (presently Saudi Arabia 
is in its 'seventh planned modernization phase'), a professional and business 
class did emerge. The construction and chemical sectors boomed alongside .the 
oil industry, and a professional class of lawyers, engineers and technocrats 
grew from this base. Importantly, the centralized nature of the oil industry 
would not produce the same effect as industrial or technological sector driven 
modernization, which would further integrate the business class with the rul
ing class. Instead, the oil boom led to an entrenchment of elite power and the 
centralization of political control, rather than its democratization. Hence, the 
House of Saud is not nearly as dependent on a business class. of merchants 
and professionals as it is on the existence of its oil resources. 

Oil also played a critical role in Saudi Arabia's rise to prominence in the 
international arena. While the fall of pan-Arabism after the 1967 Arab-Israeli 
War led to an ideological vacuum in the Middle East, it took several years for 
Saudi Arabia to discover the immense political power afforded by its vast oil 
resources. The Saudis, far more hesitant than their Arab allies to utilize the "oil 
weapon,'' consistently advocated moderation during OPEC deliberations on oil 
prices. Riyadh had only reluctantly participated in a limited, ineffective oil 
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embargo during the 1967 war, and King Faisal stated as late as 1972 that "oil 
and politics [do] not mix."19 Other Arab states continually pressed the Saudis 

to cut oil production as a point of leverage against the West and Israel, but 

Riyadh remained hesitant. The Saudis decided to make political use of their 
most effective economic weapon only after realizing that the U.S. would not 
pressure Israel to withdraw from the occupied territories. Once the embargo 
started, the price for a barrel of oil skyrocketed from $3.01 in September 1973 

to $11.65 four months later, and the effects on the Saudi economy were equally 
dramatic. Saudi oil revenues jumped from $4.3 billion in 1973 to $22.6 billion 
m 1974 and eventually reached $36.6 billion in 1977.20 

Although Saudi Arabia became a global power only after the 1973-74 em
bargo quadrupled the price of oil, continued dependence on petroleum has 
proven problematic. The impact of higher oil prices devastated Western econo

mies throughout the late 1970s and early 1980s. As a result, oil consumption 
fell dramatically among OECD member countries from 41 million barrels per 
day in 1979 to less than 34 million barrels a day in 1985.21 For Saudi Arabia, 

the corresponding effect was twofold - lower prices and reduced production. 
Petroleum prices plummeted from $40 per barrel in 1981 to under $10 by 
1986.22 Average Saudi oil production fell from 10 mbd (million barrels per day) 

in 1981 to only 3.5 mbd in 1985, and annual Saudi oil revenues decreased 
from over $100 billion to $25.9 billion during the same period.22 

Despite plummeting oil revenues, Saudi spending habits remained virtu

ally unchanged, and the economy nose-dived into fiscal crisis. This was mostly 
due to irresponsible state budgeting, which did not link the budget to the price 

of oil, and permitted the royals to maintain high defense spending, far-reach

ing social services and public subsidies, and an extravagant personal lifestyle. 

Expenditures on national security and strategic foreign aid (in the form of $26 
billion in aid to Iraq in the 1980's and the $55 billion Gulf War bill in the early 

1990's) further exacerbated demands on the dwindling state purse.24 Economic 

growth came to a rapid halt and even began to backtrack. During the 1980s, 

GNP fell by an average of almost 2 percent a year while unchecked population 

growth led to annual 3.4 percent reductions in per capita income.25 Continued 

economic dependence on oil also imposed political constraints. As the Saudis 

enjoyed a lower average production cost and larger reserves than the other 

major exporters, they could theoretically assume a "swing producer" role and 

dictate world prices. This could provide Riyadh with significant political lever

age, but strategic manipulation of oil prices would also adversely affect the 

Saudi economy in the short-term.26 Thus, the need to ensure domestic eco

nomic stability hampered the Saudis' ability to play a more active role on the 

global oil market. 
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The West: Savior and Sinner 

The West, and the United States in particular, has played a critical role in 
Saudi Arabia's evolution into a political power. Western oil companies estab
lished a presence in Saudi Arabia soon after World War II and played an impor
tant role in helping the Saudis develop their vast oil fields. In the past two 
decades, the U.S. has supplied advanced weapons systems to Riyadh, fought a 
major conflict with Iraq, and stationed American troops on Saudi soil in order 
to buttress the security of the kingdom. However, the relationship with the 
West remains problematic for the Saudi regime. Saudi Arabia has depended on 
Western military support to ensure its security, while the West has relied on 
the Saudis to maintain moderate oil prices. Yet Western concepts of modernity 
often clash with Wahhabism, and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict highlights the 
discrepancies between Saudi Arabia as a leader in the Islamic world and as a 
staunch ally of the West. 

From the early twentieth century until it was replaced by America, Great 
Britain operated in the region according to an old colonial principle of manipu
lating Saudi Arabia and other Middle East countries through their chiefs. Brit
ain appointed Saudi Arabia, Iran and Iraq as the three axes of power in the 
Arabian Peninsula and the Gulf, and made them dependent on British eco
nomic and political support, kept them separated and weak, and prevailed on 
them to follow sensible internal policies to guard against upheavals. 

America's relatively late arrival on the Middle East scene overlapped with 
the emergence of new problems. Oil and the expected growing world depen
dence on it meant that America was in the Middle East to stay. The House of 
Saud started using its oil income to pretend it was performing a leadership 
role, and this has kept others from assuming it. One could say that the Ameri
can desire to protect the free flow of oil and the House of Saud's need to per
petuate its rule became one and the same. 27 

The American presence in Saudi Arabia in the early 1950s expanded with 
increased oil production, the enlargement of its Dhahran airbase and the con
struction of an oil pipeline to the Lebanese port of Sidon (TAPLINE, or the 
Trans Arabian Pipeline). This ran through Jordan, Syria and Lebanon and rep
resented the increasing economic influence of Saudi Arabia on its neighbors. 

In return for American military support that guaranteed Saudi Arabia's 
security and regional leadership status, the House of Saud pays America di
rectly and indirectly. Keeping the price of oil low is essentially a direct cash 
payment, and conditional aid to Arab and Muslim countries to keep them from 
turning too anti-American is an indirect one. Washington's contradictory Middle 
East interests consists of guaranteeing the flow of Saudi oil while maintaining 
its support for Israel. To reconcile the two, the State Department has allowed 
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'-'"''; �,,.., ,.. c.onsiderable freedom to criticize Israel while Washington as
full support. 

the mutual benefits of this relationship, tension between Islamic 
responsibilities and Western ties has often plagued Saudi foreign policy. Saudi 
Arabia was hesitant to adopt the 1973 oil embargo for fear of damaging its ties 
with the West; soon after the embargo was actually implemented, Saudi Arabia 
favored loosening restrictions on oil production. Several years later, Israel would 
again serve as a flash point. The disclosure in 1978 that Egypt and Israel were 
conducting direct negotiations had immediate effects throughout the Middle 
East. Since Sadat, a devout Muslim, had come to power in Cairo, Saudi Arabia 
had enjoyed a much better relationship with Egypt, a prior source of many 
difficulties for the Saudis. Given this fact, coupled with the pro-West orienta
tion of the Sadat, Riyadh was loath to undercut the Egyptians politically. 

According to Jimmy Carter's memoirs, both King Khalid and Crown Prince 
Fahd assured the American president of "their unequivocal support for Sadat," 
but they would go no further, at least not publicly.28 From the Islamic-Arabic 
perspective, Egyptian policy was a capitulation that cquld not be accepted. 
Saudi support of a separate peace agreement would have risked domestic up
heaval and the scorn of neighboring Arab states. Opposition to the Egyptian 
initiative, if not a predictable reaction, had few costs. Once the Camp David 
Accords had been signed, the pressure to maintain its leading Islamic image 
and not to appear too "pro-Western" was irresistible; the Saudis finally agreed 
to participate in economic and political sanctions against Egypt. 

In January 1979, Khomeini assumed power in Iran; the Mecca Mosque 
rebellion occurred in November, and in December the USSR invaded Afghani
stan to support the puppet government of Barbak Kemal. The shock to the 
House of Saud was immense. Suddenly King Khalid and Crown Prince Fahd 
were confronted with internal and external dangers which money could not 
eliminate. They could not understand the inability of the United States to save 
the Shah in Iran, and America's lack of response to the invasion of Afghanistan 
further underscored the limits of American power. 

In 1980 America became the world's biggest importer of Saudi oil (it was 
10th in 1970). Reagan understood this simple fact. The United States depended 
on Saudi Arabia to provide financial backing for their executive branch "adven
tures" and welcomed a Saudi decision to place most of their $100-billion-plus 
surplus funds in U.S. banks. In return, the Americans indicated a willingness 
to interfere in regional and Muslim disputes beyond Saudi Arabia's reach and 
capability. But the short-term policies of the Fahd-Reagan alliance were spiral
ling out of control: There was so much Saudi money in American banks that it 
led to a rush to lend money to Third World countries and eventually to the 
global debt crisis. 29 Furthermore, Fahd refused to support the Palestinians in 
Lebanon, and he was no longer willing to appease his people or the rest of the 
Arab world with periodic anti-Western rhetoric or political positions. 
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The end of the Iran-Iraq War left the Middle East with a militarily strong 
but economically unstable Iraq and an angry, defeated Iran forced to reassess 
its expansionist militant Islamic policies. The House of Saud prayer, "Allah 
vanquish Khomeini without making Saddam victorious," had not been an
swered.30 With Iran looking inwards, the emerging threat to the Gulf was Iraq 
and its new regional ambitions. 

A few days after the Iran-Iraq war ended, Kuwait decided to increase its oil 
production by pumping oil from the disputed Rumailla oilfield, which is partly 
located in Kuwait but mostly belongs to Iraq.31 This led to a dramatic tumble in 
the price of oil from $22 to $16 per barrel. Iraq, which depended on oil for 90 

percent of its income and desperately needed to rebuild its country, found 
Kuwait violating its sovereignty and reducing its income by over $4 billion a 
year. This threatened the country with financial collapse and undermined 
Saddam Hussein's position with his people. But Kuwait did not stop there; it 
also demanded the immediate repayment of the $8 billion it had lent Iraq dur
ing its conflict with Iran. It was clear that Kuwait did not need the money it was 
realizing from increasing its oil production. A Kuwaiti denial of air rights to 
Iraqi civilian aircraft, its hesitation to congratulate Iraq on its 'victory,' and a 
Saudi refusal to lend Iraq more money, led Saddam Hussein to conclude that a 
conspiracy to overthrow him was in the making. 

For sixteen months the Iraqi-Kuwaiti confrontation, despite its serious 
implications for the stability of the whole Middle East, was viewed as a minor 
local problem. The lack of interest from the United States and Saudi Arabia 
was striking, and Iraq, which saw few other options, began to. threaten Kuwait 
openly, which in turn created an atmosphere of crisis. Numerous diplomatic 
efforts were made by the other Arab states, with no result; Iraq invaded Kuwait 

on 2 August 1990, completely altering the balance of power in the Middle East. 

In response, King Fahd decided to invite American troops into his country 
without the accord of Crown Prince Abdallah and other important members of 

his family. 32 The Saudis' acceptance of foreign troops saw hundreds of thou
sands of them descend on the country. The Council of Ulemas. had approved 
the measure under considerable pressure and without knowing its full extent, 
and King Fahd issued a large number of debt notes to Turkey, Syria, Egypt, 
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Britain, France, America and others to join .the holy .war 
against Saddam. But the Gulf War achieved its purpose; it protected the oil 
and eliminated Iraq as a regional power capable of threatening the security of 
the oil-producing countries. However, by destroying the strongest secular power 
in the region, it created an ideological vacuum that Islamic fundamentalism 
could fill. 
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of Oil, ·Islam, and the West 

"balancing game" became even more difficult to 
domestic economic troubles made it difficult for the Saudis to 

�e:i:ioi·�·coiatinuted low oil prices. Historically, the Saudis had shared a common 
interest with their Western allies in maintaining moderate oil prices, but this 
was no longer the case. 33 Second, the rise of fundamentalist Islamic groups 
within Saudi Arabia and across the Middle East heightened domestic and re
gional pressure on the Saudi regime. In order to placate conservative opposi
tion, Riyadh had to distance itself from the West (at least in appearance) and 
support repressive regimes such as the Taliban. (Saudi Arabia, the United Arab 
Emirates, and Pakistan were the only three states that officially recognized the 
Taliban.) 

After the Gulf War ended, the Saudis invited the United States to maintain 
a military presence on its territory. American troops served a dual purpose: to 
deter any further aggression on the western side of the Persian Gulf and to 
serve as an internal stabilizing factor for the Saudi regime. Saudi Arabia has 
also enlisted American technical support in continuing to improve the country's 
armed forces -the Saudis spent nearly $300 billion over the past ten years on 
defense modernization. However, the American presence vividly highlighted 
the internal inconsistencies of Saudi policy. Increasingly vocal Islamic funda
mentalist factions criticized the presence of "infidels" in the heartland of Islam. 

The Saudis found themselves in a difficult economic situation as oil prices 
dropped throughout the 1990s. The oil price spike, which initiated the great 
period of Saudi wealth in 1974, had nearly completely evaporated by 2000. 
Riyadh continued to run a budget deficit Gust as it had every year since 1983) 
and had accumulated over $130 billion in domestic debt by 2000. Lack of fiscal 
discipline and persistent balance-of-payments deficits increased pressure on 
the economy, and the Saudi stock market lost 30 percent of its value in 1998. 
By the mid 1990s, sixty-five percent of state expenditures went to paying gov
ernment salaries and to paying down the debt.34 To complicate problems fur
ther, rapid population growth of 3 percent per annum and a majority youth 
population (more than half of the 20 million Saudi citizens are under 20 years 
old) placed enormous burdens on the management of state welfare.:i5 This pre
carious situation spurred numerous popular calls for state reform throughout 
the decade. Undoubtedly, the rising political protests, turmoil and terrorism of 
the 1990's derive some of its fervor from deteriorating national welfare. While it 
would be inaccurate to attribute the increasing radicalization of Islam strictly 
to economic factors, the growing disparity does not mitigate fundamentalist 
trends. 

The intensification of domestic turmoil during the 1990s illustrated the 
manner in which the monarchy effectively managed and suppressed dissent. 
The confluence of pressures on the kingdom accelerated the public political 
debate and gave force to extremist groups. Most dramatically, social turmoil 
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came in the form of terrorist attacks against United States military bases, a 
1995 car bomb in Riyadh and the 1996 bombing of the Al Khobar air base, 
which together killed 24 U.S. soldiers. The al-Saud's (House of Saud) response 
was swift though not necessarily just: public executions of the suspected ter
rorists followed the 1995 bombing; the 1996 act was blamed on Iranian com
plicity. The monarchy expeditious response sought above all to bring resolu
tion to these potentially destabilizing crises; many doubt whether there was 
sufficient investigation into either occurrence. 

However, in response to the calls for reform from liberal and conservative 
protestors, the al-Saud offered a more calculated and judicious response. The 
1990 business petition and 1992 "memorandum of advice" from religious schol
ars pleaded for reforms on justice, education, social rights and the political 
consultative process. Both constituencies, while coming from completely oppo
site sides of the political spectrum, were calling for changes in what they saw 
as an increasingly corrupt and unresponsive economic and political system. 
The al-Saud reaction was characteristically conciliatory and repressive: they 
created the majlis al-shura, the consultative council, called for by both the 
business and religious opposition; King Faud acted harshly against the more 
iridescent dissenters, ousting seven of the seventeen members of the Supreme 
Ulema Council in October 1992.36 

While the creation of the majlis al-shura can be seen a.s a cosmetic reform 
- a political token of appeasement rather than a step towards democratization 
of governance - the council provides an avenue for the monarchy to under
stand and consult its opposition, The composition of the body includes mem
bers of professional and technical classes as well as member of the religious 
and academic communities; in 1997, its membership was enlarged to nine�y 
councilmen. The incorporation of dissent into the institutional structure.s il
lustrates how the monarchy responded to its opposition without devolving its 
centralized decision making authority. 

The balancing game on the international scene appeared no easier. The 
Saudis clearly needed to cut production and nudge oil prices higher, but this 
would run contrary to the interests of their Western allies. While coordinated 
production cuts in early 1998 were ineffective, further action a year later did 
succeed in pushing the price of oil up to $16 per barrel. Washington, presiding 
over an unprecedented economic expansion, was initially accommodating. The 
response turned less favorable in 2000 as continued high oil prices contributed 
to a rapidly weakening American economy, and U.S. officials began to press 
the Saudis for production increases. 

Under the Microscope: Sptember lith 

The September nth terrorist attacks on New York City and Washington 
brought all of the Saudi contradictions, both domestic and international, into 
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focus; F;rO.faa ·Western perspective,
. 
"Saudi Arabia, the dependable Middle East 

all,Y?' suddeiil:Y became "Saudi Arabia, the source of global terrorism." Despite 

criticism ffomthe Western public (and undoubted private pressure from West

ern governments), Saudi Arabia skillfully navigated the path between "bad ally'' 
and "Western sympathizer." In deference to U.S. wishes, Riyadh severed diplo

matic relations with the Taliban government of Afghanistan on September 25th. 
However, the Saudis, while allowing the U.S. to use a command-and-control 

facility at Prince Sultan Air Base to coordinate the air campaign, refused to 

allow U.S. planes to launch combat missions against Afghanistan from Saudi 
soil. 

In the months following the attacks, the Saudis' willingness to appease 
American interests has gradually dissolved. The increasing attention from 
Western media and politicians has put the kingdom in an awkward position of 
having to defend its policies to the West and protect its prestige at home. The 
spotlight has been an acute threat to the credibility of the Saudi regime in both 
the international and domestic arenas. Criticisms from United States senators 
and journalists alike targeted the Saudi princes with rigor and virulence, ac
cusing the regime of supporting, training and financing the. Taliban and bin 
Laden himself.37 As the regime fell under increasing scrutiny, the princes be
came more pronounced and vocal in their retorts. Prince Abdullah personally 
responded to the Western press, claiming that the West was attacking Islam; 
concurrently, the state-owned Saudi papers proclaimed the Saudi people as 
the unsuspecting victims of American vexations. 38 

Caught under an international spotlight and subject to persistent criti
cism, the regime will do all it can to shun attention. Accustomed to ruling with 
unchallenged authority in complete secrecy, Saudi princes will likely take mea
sures to insulate themselves from Western reach. As Saudi domestic dissent 
has increased over the past decade, the princes have been shifting their focus 
to domestic, rather than international concerns. Loosening ties to the West will 
be necessary if this is to alleviate domestic unrest. Whether or not the Saudis 
will seek to diminish their most prosperous foreign relationship remains to be 
seen. However, it is certain that the House of Saud will seek to steer its own 
course in domestic and international politics. 

Policy Implications 

The Saudi regime has vast experience in managing conflicting pressures 
and trends in order to maintain its grip on domestic power and play a promi
nent international role. We expect that the al-Saud family, through adroit ma
nipulation of various forces, will remain the bedrock of political power in Saudi 
Arabia for the near future. If this is true, then what are the implications for 
Western policymakers? 
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First, the West must encourage the Saudis to implement political reform. 
As one observer has written, America "is simultaneously the agent of political 
order and social revolution" in the Middle East.39 The United States, along with 
its Western allies, should focus on convincing Riyadh to enact reform in order 
to relieve long-term domestic pressure on the state. However, the specific mecha
nisms of reform should be distinctly suited to Saudi culture and political style. 
The creation of the Majlis al-Shura in the 1990s arguably represents one such 
example, although this did more to bolster the management efficiency of the 
monarchy than it did to democratize politics. Yet, the creation of this council 
opens avenues for democratic-like reform. The Saudi royals may not believe in 
democratic principles, but they are acutely concerned with the interests of 
their subjects. 

Second, the fundamental economic problems that Saudi Arabia faces will 
never be entirely resolved through increased oil revenues. The Saudis have 
realized that dramatic price increases today, while improving the short-term 
economic situation, will ultimately lead to lower global demand tomorrow. With 
75 percent of government revenue still tied to the price of oil and little willing
ness to depend on foreign borrowing, the Saudi government continues to plunge 
itself into a crisis of liquidity. Whether the Saudis can pull themselves of this 
fiscal crisis is yet to be seen. Although Prince Abdullah is willing to impose 
fiscal tightening and has made motions towards raising revenue through in
dustry privatization, the two decades of extravagance and mismanagement have 
erected formidable obstacles. The chief problems that the Saudis face today, 
and likely for the near to mid-term, are increasing levels of unemployment and 
an insufficient education system for the millions of Saudi youth . .That the Saudi's 
import over half of the workforce from neighboring countries does not improve 
the situation for their own subjects. Although the current five-year moderniza
tion phase seeks to address the problems of education and unemployment, 
much like the management of Saudi fiscal problems, state remedies are per
haps too little, too late. 

Third, our argument suggests that reform in Saudi Arabia can only be a 
top-down process, not a revolution from the bottom up. Whether Western gov
ernments (or Western publics) like it or not, there is not "another horse to bet 
on" in Saudi Arabia. Despite its supposed unpopularity, the ruling elite inSaudi 
Arabia has repeatedly exhibited a deft touch in implementing reform to relieve 
domestic political pressure. Cursory examination of the domestic political situ
ation raises the question: what if all the alternatives would be worse, not bet
ter, than the al-Saud family. Yet, the very question of alternatives can only be 
asked in vain. Any opposition to the Saudi regime must first undo the elabo
rate network of royal and business elite that has solidified over the past two 
decades. There are some ten thousand Saudi princes, and thousands more of 
business elites with valuable relations to royals. Speculation on the future of 
the Saudi kingdom often leads to analogies with the situation in Iran prior to 
the 1979 revolution. At a superficial level, many similarities are visible: the 
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lack of political accountability, a population dominated by disenfranchised youth, 

economic strife, and a hyper-salience of questions regarding the politicization 

of Islam. 

However, there was only one Shah in Iran. There are tens of thousands of 

"shahs" in the Arabian kingdom. Of particular concern to Western govern
ments is the Saudi education system, which - despite leaving one-fifth of its 

population illiterate - is seen by the West as a cradle for extremism. Educa
tion reform is a chief part of the agenda in the seventh five-year modernization 

scheme, and whether or not plans materialize, the Saudis have earmarked 
millions of dollars for the development and reform of schools. The educational 

system is a key mechanism for appeasing the ulema and the religious conser

vatives within Saudi Arabia, and the royals may face opposition if they try to 
usurp the power of this group. If the royals indeed want to promote reform they 

can take a similar approach as they did to create the Majlis al-Shura, when 

they made progress in a liberal direction while concurrently appeasing reli

gious conservative interests. 

Finally, the United States and Europe must reinvigorate efforts to resolve 

the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Israel represents the single most complex em

bodiment of the conflicting pressures associated with Islam and the West. It is 

the central issue that continually puts regimes friendly to the West, such as 

Saudi Arabia, in a position of having to choose between loyalty to the Western 

allies and appeasement of domestic and regional anti-Israeli sentiment.40 Reso

lution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict may not immediately resolve this di

lemma, but it certainly won't exacerbate it. 

Yet this burden should not fall on Washington alone - the Saudis and 

their moderate allies in the Middle East must assume greater responsibility for 

convincing the Palestinians to accept a negotiated settlement. The House of 

Saud has few incentives to take an adversarial public stance against fellow 

Arabs. But as a historical financial supporter of Palestinian liberation organi

zations (including llamas), the Saudis wield the capacity to influence the Pal

estinian situation from a distance. The Saudis' peace proposal submission, 

calling for a return of the Israeli occupied territories, was a bold and unprec

edented move. Likely this was an action taken on behalf of regional stability as 

well as a means for improving relations with the United States. Now their lever

age over the Palestinians must be incorporated into the peace process. Their 

ties to and support for llamas can be used in the same carrot and stick manner 

that the Saudis use to maintain stability in their own kingdom. However, a 

more active Saudi role in Israeli-Palestinian relations would entail political risks 

that the kingdom may not want to assume. Saudi internal politics, as well as 

concerns over domestic, regional and Western relations will determine pre

cisely how the kingdom will act. 
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Conclusion 

The majority of political theory stresses the instrumental role of ruling 
elites in fomenting revolution. In The Republic, Plato saw this as a fundamental 
tenet of political change: "Is it not a simple fact that any form of government 
revolution always starts from the outbreak of internal dissension in the ruling 
class? The constitution cannot be upset so long as that class is of one mind, 
however small it may be." Skillful management of fractures in their source of 
power has allowed the Saudis to maintain their rule. 

' 

If the greatest curiosity of Western analysts is whether or not the Saudi 
regime can survive the turmoil of recent years, history provides a definitive 
answer. Of course, historical precedent does not guarantee future trends, and 
the possibility for abrupt change can never be discounted. Predictions about 
the future of the regime are certain to neglect some unforeseen or unknown 
factor; however what we do know about Saudi power offers insight into how 
change could come about. The sources of the kingdom's power - the intricate 
structure of the ruling monarchy, the wealth from oil, the influence and legiti
macy earned as the guardian of Islam, and the reciprocal friendship with the 
West - have been remarkably preserved, although all face challenges. 

The greatest threat to the royals' power is the legitimacy they stand to lose 
if they lose control over one of these sources of power. Already, the regime has 
taken bold steps in the international arena, signaling that the royals may re
evaluate other aspects of their foreign policy. Perhaps the fiscal crisis will in
tensify if oil sales do not yield strong profits through the near-term, putting 
pressure on the princes to curtain domestic spending and deepening the eco
nomic plight of the kingdom. If Iran's political maneuvering can successfully 
steal the reins of Islam away from the Saudis, the regime may not be able to 
credibly maintain its status as the guardian of the religion. One can envision 
numerous scenarios in which Saudi power can gradually erode. At the same 
time, it appears that the tangible sources of the royals' power are sufficiently 
protected in the short to medium-term. It is the long-term legitimacy of the 
Saudi regime that is less certain. 
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